
From: sunlightrising=gmail.com@mg.gospringboard.io on behalf of Susan 
Michetti <sunlightrising@gmail.com> 

Sent: Friday, October 2, 2020 3:07 PM 
To: VLLWTransferComments Resource 
Subject: [External_Sender] No nuclear waste in our landfills (Document ID NRC-

2020-0065-0001) 
 

Dear Nuclear Regulatory Commission, 
 
I oppose the Nuclear Regulatory Commission’s plan to change regulations on how nuclear 
waste is disposed of. Nuclear waste is dangerous no matter how the NRC classifies it. With 
improper disposal, radioactive waste can leak into local water and food supplies. If 
incinerated, it can be released into the air. The entire nuclear technology began with great 
promises of following the science very carefully, and such assurances made in the 1940s and 
1950s must be kept reliable and trustworthy today. Such promises are inconsistent with 
recklessness not based on science but rather upon greed and politics that are trying to get 
nuclear waste to contaminate the air and water and soil everywhere in America. Has the CCP 
infiltrated the NRC to bring down the USA from inside in this way? Our intel community has 
found written strategic goals by the CCP to become the dominant world force by displacing 
the USA through internal sabotage in order to position CCP as the dominant force in control 
of the world. Why would the NRC which should be making scientific technical decisions 
ignoring the actual science--if another agenda is not operative? I feel NRC staff that is not 
following the law and rigorous science with the most dangerous man-made radiation in the 
world are not only incompetent but should be investigated for sedition and for attacks against 
the USA. The NRC must follow rigorous science for all decisions with no scoping 
exclusions. 
 
This dangerous new proposal means that radioactive waste could end up in a landfill near 
almost anyone and their property. 
 
This proposed plan puts communities at risk since communities could be exposed to 
radioactive nuclear waste without even knowing it. Nuclear radiation not only is invisible but 
it cannot be felt or smelt or detected by humans without special meters. Keep nuclear waste 
under regulatory control and out of public landfills. We must not sabotage the health and 
functionality of Americans who will get chronically ill and develop cancers from radiation 
exposures.  
 
It is the inevitability of such great harm to the USA that must raise the patriotic call for 
investigation into the sources that proposed such harm in order to identify if such harmful 
proposals came from the Chinese Communist Party or other enemies of America? 
 
I urge you to protect people and end any plans that allow for nuclear waste in landfills. 
(Regulations.gov Document ID NRC-2020-0065-0001).  
 
Sincerely,  
 



Susan Michetti 
605 sheila st 
Mount Horeb WI, 53572-2278  
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